ae•on™ is the highest quality, non-prescription GF (Growth Factor) replenishing formulation available from any source. Its foundational material is growth factor from natural sources. ae•on™ uses NO animal extracts, contains NO Brain glandulars, NO Pituitary peptides, NO Steroids, NO Bovine (cow) and NO Porcine (pig) products. Naturally raising one’s GF levels has been proven to reverse the negative effects of aging such as changes in body fat, muscle mass, bone density, skin quality and loss of energy. Any adult over 25 experiencing the effects of aging or declining athletic performance who wants to look and feel younger and stronger by reversing the aging process should consider ae•on™.

- A perfect combination of strength and high quality
- More GF to the cells (proprietary delivery system)
- The most affordable for it’s potency level
- Scientific proprietary formula provides maximum utilization

Physician’s Strength Formula: For those desiring the most potent (GF) supplementation available. ae•on™ 5000 provides the strongest, most powerful, true GF product that can be obtained anywhere, from any source, at any price. When you purchase ae•on™ 5000 you’ve purchased the best there is. “By replenishing your supply of Human Growth Factor, as well as other supportive nutrients and living a positive lifestyle, you can recapture your energy, health, looks, fitness and sexuality. For the first time in human history, we can intervene in the aging process, restore many aspects of youth, resist disease, substantially improve the quality of life, and potentially extend the life span itself. The proverbial ‘Fountain of Youth’ lies within the cells of each of us. What we need to do is support it and help release it. It is now possible to reverse the effects of aging.”

- The most potent and balanced GF formula available
- A perfect combination of strength and highest quality
- More GF to the cells (proprietary delivery system)
- The most affordable for it’s potency level
- Scientific proprietary formula provides maximum utilization
Scientific studies have proven that Growth Hormone supplementation can promote cellular regeneration. Reported benefits from users include:

- Feeling better, looking better, having more energy
- Increased sense of well-being and emotional stability
- Enhanced sexual desire
- Fuller, more beautiful hair
- Heightened sexual arousal
- More frequent erections for men
- Deeper, more restful sleep
- Improved memory
- Increased energy & vitality
- More acute brain function
- Strengthened immune system
- Reduced joint pain & stiffness
- Reduced fat & cellulite
- Lean muscle development
- Strengthened bones
- Improved injury and wound healing
- Greater flexibility
- Restored color to graying hair
- Reduced menopausal hot flashes
- Improved metabolism
- Supports cardiac function
- Deeper & easier breathing
- Restored collagen erasing lines and wrinkles
- Sharpened vision
- Younger looking skin
- Helps bring body hormones into normal ranges

**ae•on™** is distinctly different from similar yet inferior products. The so-called GF "boosters", "stimulators", "promoters", "precursors", "secretagogues", "effervescents", "supporting compounds and synergists" (many of which contain an alcohol base that fractures the delicate GF molecule). Other similar yet inferior products are found in the form of pills, powders, patches, liquids, capsules and sprays.

**AARL's** proprietary GF formulation effectively stabilizes the GF in a liquid solution, providing the finest quality and most effectively potent GF supplementation available, delivered to your body by our MAPS™ technology. This proprietary technological delivery vector guides the GF molecule to it's cellular destination in your body where it provides the necessary building blocks for cellular regeneration. **No other product can provide this level of potency.**

**SUGGESTED USE:** 3 sprays twice daily - in the morning and at bedtime. One bottle (1 ounce or 30 ml) is approximately a one month's supply. Each group of 3 sprays equals approximately 3600 or 5000 nanograms of GF.

**ae•on™** has a clean fresh taste. It is sprayed under the tongue or on the inner cheek of the mouth 2 times daily, upon rising in the morning and before bed at night. Hold it in your mouth for 60 to 90 seconds, then swallow. The pump-spray bottle makes it simple and convenient to use. Just as with Growth Hormone injections, we recommend a three (3) to six (6) month program of **ae•on™** to receive optimal results... then continue taking it to retain good health.

**Your body is slowly deteriorating** - The signs of aging are unmistakable. As we age, our body loses the energy and vitality we experienced in our youth. Our bodies change from being lean, muscular, and energetic to being fat, weak and lethargic. Skin begins to sag as wrinkles, cellulite and varicose veins appear. Mental retention and acuity decreases. Sexual function and vitality diminishes. Hair thins or disappears. Vision and hearing fade. Joints and muscles ache with pain from Arthritis and inflammation. In fact, government statistics report that 50% of American men and nearly the same percentage of women will develop Heart Disease, Stroke, Diabetes, Alzheimer's or Cancer in their lifetime. The statistics on other degenerative diseases are equally as dramatic.

**Don't let another day go by without taking action!**

You can change and improve your life and health significantly for the better! Let the experienced professionals at **AntiAging Research Laboratories** help you start today!

Please call us if you have any questions or you would prefer to order by phone. **1-888-ANTIAGING (268-4244)**

We're here to help you Look and Feel your best! We want you to live a long and healthy life... live long, live well.

For further information or to order, please visit our website: **www.antiagingresearch.com** or e-mail us at: info@antiagingresearch.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA, and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.*